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Hi, I’m Sarah-Jane and I blog about home interiors, lifestyle and our
holiday cottage on the Cornish coast at @justalittlebuild.
When we took over Leat House, a 200 year old cottage near Port
Isaac, three years ago I was keen to retain all the period features
such as the exposed stone walls and fireplaces but also introduce
modern clean lines and easy to clean surfaces so that anyone staying
at the house can relax and simply enjoy some time away from the
hustle and bustle.
I wanted to include Karndean flooring into the design as this
has a realistic look of wood but also provides a practical and
durable surface that would stand up to the demands of a holiday
rental property.
We fell in love with Country Oak from the Van Gogh range after
seeing it in-situ within an interiors shop. We loved how authentic the
wood effect design looked with its weathered textures and the soft
grey-brown colour tones. I knew that this would be a ideal floor to
complement the simple style of the functional spaces in the cottage
such as the utility room, larder and bathrooms.
We are delighted with the results. The Karndean flooring fits in really
well with the original period features of the cottage and blends
perfectly with the pared back coastal charm of the property.
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simplicity

Country Oak
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“I knew I wanted to create an easy-going
interior with a coastal theme where families
could kick back and relax.” Sarah-Jane shares.

Create an authentic rustic appearance
of unfinished timbers with Country
Oak’s faithfully recreated oak grain and
gentle cool mid-brown tones.

Feeling inspired?
Sarah-Jane recommends

Our brochure

If you’re looking to create a similar style, here are the

With our complete range of wood, stone and abstract

five products our home designer recommends for you.

designs on display, you’ll be sure to find a simply

Why not order free chip samples to get your moodboard

beautiful floor you’ll love for a lifetime.

started at home?

karndean.com/consumerbrochure
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Floorstyle
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Our Floorstyle design tool can help you see your
next floor in your own home. Simply, upload your
own photograph or use your camera on your own
device. Why not explore alternative laying patterns
at the same time?
karndean.com/floorstyle
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